
 
501c3/c4 Council Meeting Minutes  
7:00 pm, Monday, August 19th, 2019 

Metro Justice Office 
 

Attendance: Evelyn, Robert, Marcus, Crescenzo, Christine, Mahima, Julie, John, Mohini 
 
Called to Order at 7:02pm 
 
7:00-7:05pm Approval of Minutes 

● Council 7/15/19 Moved by Crescenzo, seconded by Christine. Passes 9-0-0 
● Exec 8/5/19 Moved by Christine, seconded by Crescenzo/Marcus. 9-0-0 

7:05-7:15pm Campaign Committee Reports 
● Healthcare Committee: (Julie) Met last week. Meeting again 8/28. Tabled at farmers mkts. 

got 42 new contacts. Mike and Remi were gonna put contacts in spoke (been using for 
text-banking). Gonna be marching in Labor Day Parade. Marching w/ ROCDSA. Goal to 
persuade Morelle to support Medicare for All. Some potential for hearings on NYHealth Act 
in October (not public yet). (Mohini) There’s debate at national level about targeting electeds 
vs. the industry. Industry is more disliked. Pressure to stop lobbying/money to oppose 
Medicare for All. (Julie) AMA recently pulled out of national industry-led coalition opposing 
single-payer. Younger generations of doctors not going to the mat to stop single-payer. 
(Robert) Morelle up for re-election, expecting pressure from the left. If he doesn’t get it, he 
may regress. (Julie) Contact w/ a nurse practitioner wants people to come speak to 3 classes 
on this. (Mahima) Student section of AMA has voted to favor single-payer for years now. 
Inside-outside pressure produced this. (Julie) some talk of getting Mayor/City Council 
support for Medicare for All. 

● Criminal Justice Committee: SMART not getting traction we want to see. Coalition’s too 
focused on legislative process. Wanna push a more militant strategy. Overall taking a 
step-back pending grant. It’s not resonating w/ members, but if they’ll give us 50k, we’ll do 
it. Organizing for PAB thru targeted neighborhood canvasses, doubles as laying groundwork 
for neighborhood organizing. Initial canvass was delayed. Still gotta get info from VAN. 
Gotta set new date. 

7:15-7:25pm Council Committee Reports 
● Treasury and Finance Committees: Not much change since last COuncil. August still gonna 

be close. Jay says still on target. Doesn’t think we’ll need emergency donation to meet $300. 
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Haven’t gotten updated PNL numbers. CD that we’re planning to liquidate will go at end of 
the month (around 30k) to float us til fall fundraising events. From exec made clear that we 
wont’ liquidate early. Another due January, likely gotta liquidate. Really important 4th 
quarter. Gonna have hard conversations about bringing revenue and costs into line. Being 
overly optimistic sets us up for deficit. We’ve got 60k in marketable assets. Another deficit 
budget will burn through those reserves. Conversation if left to next year would be much 
harder. Need realistic budget. Will have updated budget next Council. (Tracey) Bruce Popper 
made a donation to MJ. (Robert) That and one other donation addressed the shortfall. 

● Nominations Committee: Had a meeting a few weeks ago. Divided who would talk to 
committees. Both for 2019 vacancies and 2020 slate. Meeting coming up TBD in the next 
week or two. Planning to have slate at least a month ahead of deadline in bylaws. Asked 
room about renominations for incumbents. (Tracey) If I can’t, would like to appoint 
someone from 1199. 

○ VP Vacancy Nomination: Robert Hoggard. Election moved by Committee , seconded 
by Julie. Passes 9-0-0. 

7:25-7:30pm Task Forces Reporting to C4 
● Ciudad Hermana: Cruising along on fairly low energy. We send 5k per half of the year for 

scholarships in El Sauce. Trouble getting money there. Western Union sent back for being 
too much, tried again in smaller sums, had delays. Canandaigua National Bank worked in 2 
hours. Took a month. We’d like to do a mailing soon (task forces get 1/year). Need to make 
sure doesn’t conflict or run too close to schedule for other mailings. Will wait for Andrews 
return. 

7:30-7:45pm Letter from Racial Justice Initiative: 
● (Evelyn) Vel brought letter to Evelyn at work last week. They felt the questions were asked 

in a way that was hostile/disrespectful. The questions may have been hard/pointed, but we 
didn’t think hostile at the time. Vel said she wanted to meet w/ Evelyn 1-1. Prefer open 
meetings to 1-1s on this. Explained to Vel in conversation after meeting that many things 
weren’t prepared/clarified. Gotta be ready for hard questions, can’t just get defensive. (Julie) 
Was also hard being first on the agenda, a bit difficult to absorb. (Crescenzo) Vel had to go 
early. (Evelyn) Not sure where we are at this point. (Christine) This is part of a long-standing 
problem. (Mahima) We need to respond to this, and come to a decision about whether we’re 
going to keep working together. (Evelyn) First, sorry they felt that way. If they can present 
clear proposal(s) and be ready to answer questions. We need to find out whether or not 
they’re definitely leaving or whether there’s some kind of repair/condition to fix this. 
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(Mohini) Robert was elected chair of RJI and was out of the loop, as has been happening for 
a long time. Also, they’re account doesn’t match minutes. Disagreement being taken as 
disrespect. Also the folks challenging them were non-white folks in the room. Sunday’s 
White Fragility workshop was something RJI pushed to do, didn’t hold up their end of the 
work then only Judy attended. Differences of politics and practice being mistaken for racial 
foibles. We do seem to genuinely be incompatible on those political grounds. (John) 
Historically MJ has wanted RJ to deal w/ internal racial issues, the committee wanted to 
work out in the community. (Robert) In the meantime of this critique, our campaigns have 
made the organization younger and more diverse, rendering the situation at least somewhat 
different. (Marcus) They didn’t object to questions at all at the time. Content of letter 
surprising, since they’re characterizing this as “white liberal superiority” when those asking 
pointed questions were not white. Still not giving us specifics. Failure to appreciate them is 
odd given that we were doing work for them. We can put this to rest right now. (Mahima) 
Need to clarify what if anything they want, same for us. (Tracey) It really about what we 
want. (Evelyn) Send Crescenzo questions, expectations on this. Evelyn will frame a letter, get 
it out to us for read/review before sending. If they want to fix this relationship, they need to 
be specific with us about their needs/expectations. (Robert) We should also mention the 
Racial Justice rep vacancy. If they are interested, that could be a way for them to be in the 
room / have a seat at the table.  

7:45-8:00pm Lead Organizer Report: 
● Supporting CWTU, gonna coordinate 1-1 trainings. Send RRRN steering committee 

seriously considering having MJ be their fiscal sponsor. Should have update after this Friday. 
MJ members turned out to RGE Rate Case Hearing. Been developing core campaign on 
climate. Exec voted for MJ to join EDA, will be submitting for $12k grant by the end of this 
week. Goal of 84 new prospects/month. Got 107 plus NY Health imported contacts. 
Printed petition cards for LGBT Committee. NYSUT and RAPP and MJ gonna work on 
takeover opposition, but then a judge ruled that whole thing illegal. Supervised intern 
turnout for Healthcare meeting, worked w/ comt leadership on agenda. Goal to build 
capacity to win in 2020. Trainings on 9/14-15 for volunteer-leaders. October hearings still 
tentative, not public yet. Climate decided on campaign direction, reflected in core proposal. 
Next meeting this wednesday. Climate Strike upcoming 9/27, figurative since nobody’s 
actually striking. Turned out 48 to White Fragility workshop, also got new members. Not 
gonna work w/ Annette ever again - was highly inappropriate in her conduct. Workshop 
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wasn’t at all what was expected from advance planning. Was also long. Leaving for vacation 
soon. 

8:00-9:00pm Campaign Prioritization 
● Review Climate Background Campaign & Criteria. Looking to both improve immediate 

conditions for people and build long-term systemic power. Plus Climate Crisis is critical, we 
need to address in a working-class just transition. 

● Campaign Proposal: Neighborhood Organizing for Municipal Utility & Community Solar. 
(Marcus) Any new expenses? Answer) Mohini’s time plus some increase in printing. (Robert) 
How soon will we know? (Mohini) End of September latest. (Evelyn) Incidentals like 
printing can also be little asks of unions and other allies. (Mohini) Food once we start having 
neighborhood meetings will be important. We always fed volunteers for canvasses during 
FF15, may do more of a pitch-in thing for a little while. About $150 to cater 20-person 
meeting. Aiming for campaign launch by October. At least 4 canvasses before that, 2 
neighborhood meetings. (Marcus) Estimates ~$800 for all that. (John) Will we still do it 
without the regrant. Is there solar money? A) NYSERDA required by CLCPA to provide 
funds for low-income solar. Somewhat vague, but very possible. EDA already at the table. 
(John) Seems we should push to ensure that funding. (Marcus) Ownership model is 
important. Need to know what maintenance costs will be. (John) Careful of extra RGE 
infrastructural upgrade requirements to obstruct. Will we be able to compete with ESCos, 
other options? CCAs set to be approved by Brighton and other surrounding suburbs. 
(Marcus) Support trying but we need to get hard numbers on how much $ for how much 
power. 

○ Questions, Concerns, Amendments, Vote. Mohima moves to vote. Marcus seconded. 
Passes 9-0-0 

● Prioritization Proposal: Building Resistance 
○ Questions, Concerns, Amendments, Vote. Passed by unanimous acclamation. 

Announcements: Sally McCoy’s Memorial 
Good & Welfare 
 
 
 
 


